by Bob Anderson

Electrical engineering
senior Shu-Min Li
shows off four small,
film-thin squares of
electrode-coated
polymer that shine
with only a few volts
of electricity.
(Photos by Laura
Dickinson)
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lightweight,
paper-thin television
screen you can practically
slap on a wall. Want one?
A computer screeneventually a whole computer thin as a piece of glass. And
you can read it from any angle.
It's on its way.
Lights in sheet form you
can bend to almost any shape.
No need for glass bulbs.
Where will these amazing
things come from?
Benjamin Braddock, played by
Dustin Hoffman in the 1967 film
"The Graduate," got the famous
one-word answer:
"Plastics."
Yet even the family friend
who gave Ben that forwardlooking tip didn't realize what
tricks those pliable, organic
"polymers" are capable of.
Actually, at the time, no one

in the world
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knew that
certain
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kinds of
NOW PICTURE THAT
plastics
possess a
AS ACOMPUTER.
property that is
about to revolutionize the world of
lighting, electronic displays, and
who-knows-what-else: The right
plastics, in the right conditions,
can conduct electricity, lighting
up brighter than a standard light
and with a lot less electricity.
"Semiconducting polymers"
or "light-emitting polymers" are
two of the technical terms for
the little wonders. A very
thin film of the stuff is all
it takes.
The discovery
was made in 1989
by researchers
at England's
Cambridge
University. The
word "bandwagon"
would hardly be
adequate to
describe the surge
of further research
that took off at,
well, let's say the
speed of light.
One of the
engineers dazzled by the
idea of plastic lights was a
doctoral student at UC Santa
Barbara who changed the focus
of his dissertation when he heard
about it. He's David Braun, and
now he's a Cal Poly electrical
engineering professor helping
make sure that Cal Poly students
have a hand not just in learning
about but also in actually
developing the technology.
Braun and others are working
with students on a variety of
related projects. His faculty collaborators include professors Kevin

Up to her
elbows in the
Polymer Electronics
Lab's "glove box," Li
applies droplets of dissolved
plastic to a small glass square "painted"
with a transparent electric circuit. An
evaporation process overlays squares of
electricity-conducting calcium to complete
the light-emitting diode (LED) sandwich.
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Kingsbury from chemistry, Linda Vanasupa from
materials engineering, Mark Cooper from industrial
and manufacturing engineering, and Ron Brown
from physics.
Much of the work is happening in Cal Poly's
new Polymer Electronics Lab, where students are
fabricating and testing polymer "light-emitting
diodes," or LEDs.
Each LED is a thinner-than-paper-thin film
of plastic sandwiched between equally
thin electrodes. Electricity is applied to
the top and bottom electrodes, the
current joins in the plastic film
in the middle, and voila! Light.
It takes less than 5 volts to
make them shine.
Electronics companies
are already putting the first
light-emitting plastics into
consumer products. A
prototype plastic TV screen
two millimeters thick was
unveiled in 1998. Cell phones
with polymer displays were due on
the market in December.
A dazzling series of applications will
soon follow, Braun says. Designers envision not
just small consumer goodies like those televisions you
can hang on the wall, but also immense areas like
billboards with the lighting built into the flat surface
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and airport runways with lights, in effect, painted on.
The characteristics that make them so desirable in
manufactured products - light weight, low cost, low
power - also make them ideal for education. Organic
plastics are much safer and easier to work with than
the inorganic materials used in existing technology.
And, when industry gets geared up for them,
electronic components and lighting made from
plastics will be much cheaper to manufacture and use
than your standard bulb, or silicon-based electronics,
or the cathode-ray technology of a TV or standard
computer screen, or the look-at-it-at-an-angle-and-itgoes-dark liquid-crystal displays that laptop computers
now have.
But no, you can't just insert a live wire into Aunt
Minnie's Tupperware or the kids' Big Wheel. It takes
special kinds of plastics. This year Braun and
Kingsbury won a $120,000 National Science
Foundation grant to find better ones, to develop and
test new plastics that will emit light even more
efficiently.
So where's it all heading? The Braddock family
friend would never have guessed, and maybe no
one can.
One example: Think of a sheet of plastic wrap.
Now picture that as a computer.
The science isn't a limitation, says Braun. It's
just a matter of developing the technology to do it.
And Cal Poly students are already part of
the process. W

